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The only thing that matters is ___________ expressing itself in ________.
(Galatians 5:6)

The only thing that matters is ___________ expressing itself in ________.
(Galatians 5:6)

Q: Pure and undefiled religion is a synonym for what?

Q: Pure and undefiled religion is a synonym for what?

Widows and orphans are symbolic of whom?
a. The helpless b. The Jews c. The Gentiles

Widows and orphans are symbolic of whom?
a. The helpless b. The Jews c. The Gentiles

These are the people who should see abundant evidence of the Christians’
pure religion.

These are the people who should see abundant evidence of the Christians’
pure religion.

Unchecked Reactions

Unchecked Reactions

When we react angrily we don’t allow for the ________________ of God.

When we react angrily we don’t allow for the ________________ of God.

It’s easy to _______ like a Christian, but it’s awful hard to __________ like a
Christian.

It’s easy to _______ like a Christian, but it’s awful hard to __________ like a
Christian.

The people who are worth hearing ___________ the best.

The people who are worth hearing ___________ the best.

Unchanged Hearts

Unchanged Hearts

The Bible has to hit us at the __________________ level.

The Bible has to hit us at the __________________ level.

Q: In what way are you deceived if you only HEAR the Word?

Q: In what way are you deceived if you only HEAR the Word?

Un-channeled Lives

Un-channeled Lives

God focuses on two things
1. Purity
a. When our purity is compromised, so is our ability to express
our faith in love.
2. Helping the helpless
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